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On the evening of December 11, in Hanoi, Nhan Dan Newspaper coordinated with
VCCorp Joint Stock Company to organize a gala night awarding the Community Action
Award - Human Act Prize 2023 with the theme 'Pioneer Imprint'.

Attending the gala night were Mr. Lai Xuan Mon, Deputy Head of the Central Propaganda Department;
Mr. Le Quoc Minh, Editor-in-Chief of Nhan Dan Newspaper , Deputy Head of the Central Propaganda
Department, Chairman of the Vietnam Journalists Association; Mr. Pham Tat Thang, Deputy Head of the
Central Committee for Mass Mobilization; Ms. Nguyen Thi Thu Ha, Vice President, General Secretary of
the Central Committee of the Vietnam Fatherland Front; along with leaders of ministries, departments,
central and local branches...
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The first Human  Act Prize  aims to honor individuals and organizations that have made positive
contributions to society through prestigious community initiatives and projects that bring lasting results.
long and sustainable.

Mr. Le Quoc Minh said that the award  was initiated by Nhan Dan Newspaper in an effort to find
pioneering units and individuals, those who dare to take the first steps on a journey full of difficulties and
challenges.

Among the nearly 130 entries submitted, there are many individuals, organizations and units that quietly
started their journey several decades ago. They experiment and adjust while trying to find ways to
improve their programs and projects to become more systematic and professional to create even stronger
impacts; thereby bringing many changes to an area, or simply helping individual lives.

SUCCESS

The Inspirational Project Award category honors community activities with high humanity, the ability to spread and
replicate, and activate the great power of the community.
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Mr. Minh believes that Human Act Prize not only finds projects that provide timely support, projects that
have the ability to spread and inspire widely, but the organizers also find pioneering units that dare to
Take the first steps to find a development model towards sustainability, creating a change in the face of an
entire region and an economic sector.

Even further, they have put Vietnam's name on the world's sustainable development map and become a
model for many other countries to follow.

28 projects were honored

From the 35 project profiles that entered the final round, the jury selected the 28 best projects to award
prizes. The Human Act Prize's award categories are evaluated based on criteria that ensure impact,
sustainability, commitment, creativity and community spread.

Specifically, the Ideas for the Community category honors 3 projects: "Medicine cabinet for children",
"Supporting cancer patients", "Stories of people forever old".

The Timely Project Award category honored 2 projects: "Volunteer Social Platform", "Zero Tet Mini
Supermarket".

SUCCESS

Mr. Le Quoc Minh spoke at the award ceremony
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The Promising Project Award category honors 4 projects: "TokyoLife Angel", "Fly To Sky Charity
Group", "MOMO Piggy Bank", "Raising Moc Chau Children".

The Enduring Project Award category honors 4 projects: "Vietnam Stand Tall Milk Fund", "Connecting
love with the golden lotus", "Hope Fund", "Turn off the lights and turn on ideas".

The Inspirational Project Award category honors 5 projects: "Raising Children", "Heart for Children";
"FAS Angel", "Salt Cancer Initiative", "Loan Fund".

The 5 excellent initiatives that won the Human Act Prize are: "Vinamilk Pathways to Dairy Net Zero
Action Program" of Vietnam Dairy Products Joint Stock Company; "Connecting the strength of the
community to prevent natural disasters to establish the Community Fund for Natural Disaster Prevention"
run by Mr. Phan Dien, former Politburo member, former Standing Secretary of the Secretariat; "For a
better life" by L'Oréal Vietnam; "Action to overcome the consequences of landmines after the war in
Vietnam" by Norwegian People's Aid (NPA) Vietnam; "Changing the nature of Vietnam's dairy industry
on the basis of sustainable development, for public health" by TH Group Joint Stock Company.

SUCCESS

5 excellent initiatives won the Human Act Prize
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